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a b s t r a c t
We systematically studied the size-dependent quantum diffusion of Gd atoms within Fe circular quantum corrals
on Ag(111). By varying the size of the quantum corrals, different types of patterns are observed inside the corrals,
including a single dot and circular orbits for the diffusion of Gd adatoms. In addition, the motion of the adatoms
also forms circular-like orbits outside the corral. Via quantitative analysis, we conﬁrm that the regions with
adatoms' high visiting probability are consistent with the positions of the local electronic density-of-states maxima, both inside and outside the corrals within a b 0.2 nm offset. The results agree well with kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations that utilize the experimentally determined interaction between Gd and Fe circular corrals. These
ﬁndings demonstrate that one can engineer adatom motion by controlling the size of the quantum corrals.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The quantum size effect (QSE) is a fertile topic in low dimensional
physics. The QSE can inﬂuence various properties, such as growth stability [1–7], optics [8], magnetism [9–11], transport [12], superconductivity [13], surface diffusion [14,15] and molecular transport [16]. These
studies mostly focused on quantum conﬁnement in one dimension
(1D), more speciﬁcally, the vertical direction of ﬁlms. Additional novel
phenomena are expected when electrons are conﬁned in 2D. The QSE
is especially pronounced on the close packed (111) surfaces of noble
metals, where the electrons can form a 2D free electron gas. Modern
experimental techniques, such as scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) [17], have been utilized to readily detect such phenomena.
These 2D electron gases were reported to mediate long-range adsorbate
interactions, which can stabilize atomic superlattices on homogeneous
surfaces [18–22]. Quantum conﬁnement of these electrons by static
scatterers leads to the formation of patterns in the electronic local density of states (LDOS) [17] and, thus, inﬂuences the adsorbate's pinning
energy resulting in preferred occupation sites. For instance, 1D conﬁnement of adsorbates is observed within substrate steps [23], strings of
atoms [24] and molecular gratings [25]. In 2D cases, studies of CO
molecules within self-assembled hexagonal molecular networks [26],
and Fe adatoms within self-assembled metal–organic networks [27]
demonstrate that the conﬁned LDOS patterns inside cavities play an important role in the preferred occupation sites of adsorbates. In each of
these cavities, the CO molecules or the Fe adatoms mainly have one occupation site located at the center. In contrast, inside 30-nm quantum
⁎ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 25 8359 3795; fax: +86 25 8359 5535.
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corrals built by STM atomic manipulation, the adatom probability distribution forms several discrete orbits [28,29]. The orbits are closely related to oscillations of the LDOS at the Fermi level (EF). The studies of 2D
systems mentioned above focused on quantum corrals of one ﬁxed
size, either a cavity of 4–5 nm [26,27] or a circular corral with the diameter of 30 nm [29]. To better understand the effects and explore potential applications, a systematic size-dependent investigation of conﬁned
surface state electronic effects on adatom motion is needed.
In this paper, we systematically studied the size-dependent quantum diffusion of Gd adatoms within Fe nano-corrals on Ag(111). By enlarging the quantum corrals, we obtained single dot, circular orbit, and
both patterns for adatoms inside the corrals, in good agreement with
the evolution of LDOS near. Moreover, we also observed a circular-like
orbit outside the corrals. This further broadens the role of the conﬁnement, in that not only the surface-state electrons conﬁned inside but
also those “conﬁned” outside can engineer adatom motion. In addition,
to compare with experimental results, the interaction energy between
Gd adatoms and the Fe circular corrals is calculated and kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) simulations are performed. The calculated results are in
striking agreement with the experimental ﬁndings. Moreover, by taking
the real positions of each Fe adatom that forms the corral into consideration, we explain how the deviations of the Fe adatom position in different directions affect the uniformity of the high visiting orbits. Our
systematic studies provide strong evidence that one can engineer
adatom motion actively by controlling the size of the quantum corrals.
2. Experimental techniques
The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber
(2 × 10−11 mbar) equipped with a low-temperature STM and a sputter
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gun. The surface of a high-purity Ag(111) crystal was cleaned by
repeated cycles of argon ion sputtering (at 1.5 keV) and annealing
(at 870 K). Then the crystal was transferred into the STM stage and
cooled to 4.7 K. High-purity Fe and Gd were deposited by means of
electron beam evaporation onto the Ag(111) substrate in the STM
stage at ≈ 6 K from thoroughly outgassed rods. The typical rate of
deposition was 0.002 monolayer/min. Electrochemically etched
tungsten tips were used for the STM measurements. The tips were
further cleaned with an electron beam heating device to remove
the W-oxide at the tip end [30]. The bias voltage U refers to the sample voltage with respect to the tip. Spectroscopy measurements were
performed via the modulation technique utilizing a 10-mV amplitude and 6.09-kHz frequency.
3. Results and discussion
We chose Fe adatoms as the building blocks of the quantum corrals
because of the favorable diffusion barrier of ≈43 meV for Fe on Ag(111)
[31]. With this magnitude barrier, atomic manipulation can be readily
achieved, thus the Fe adatoms can then be immobilized after positioning at 4.7 K. The Ag(111) surface contains a 2D electron gas with a
surface-state band that starts at 67 meV below EF [32]. The scattering
of these surface state electrons near point defects and step edges generates standing wave patterns of the electronic density of states [33]. The
amplitude of such standing-wave patterns can be greatly enhanced
inside the quantum corrals [17]. In our experiments, LDOS patterns
due to the quantum interference between electronic waves traveling towards the Fe corral and the backscattered ones were observed. Since the
period of oscillation of the LDOS depends only on the Fermi wavelength
of the surface, we can tune the LDOS patterns by varying the diameter
of the quantum corrals. Fig. 1(a) shows the spatial distribution of
the LDOS near EF within the circular Fe quantum corrals with 6, 10 and
14 nm diameters. The scanning condition for LDOS maps is U = 20 mV
and It = 1 nA. Near the Fermi level, the LDOS of Fe atom is considerably
lower than that inside the corral. To emphasize the LDOS pattern inside
the corral, we adjusted the image contrast and the Fe atoms are therefore
almost invisible. To guide the readers, we used the small balls to mark the
position of Fe atoms. Inside the quantum corrals, we ﬁnd an interesting
periodic evolution of LDOS as the diameter increases. One spot with
high LDOS located at the center of the corral is observed for the 6-nm
diameter corral. For the 10-nm diameter corral a circular orbit with
high LDOS occurs away from the center while the LDOS at the center is
reversed and dips. Further enlarging the corral to 14-nm diameter, we
ﬁnd high LDOS both at the center and away from the center with a circular shape. In addition, we can see separated spots with high LDOS outside
the quantum corrals for all three corrals, forming concentric circles, as
marked by yellow dash lines. We calculated the LDOS within the three
circular corrals by summing up all the standing waves from individual
Fe atoms with the formula given in Ref. [33] and ﬁnd the patterns are similar to the experimental results [Fig. 1(b)]. We note that the slight deviation from the circular symmetry in Fig. 1(a) comes from the imperfect
positioning of Fe atoms during the experiments. When we took the real
positions in the calculations and the results are in better agreement
with the experimental data.
To compare the details, line proﬁles across the center from the one
side to the other of both experiment and calculation are plotted in
Fig. 1(c), respectively. The average distance between each corral and
the LDOS maximum is given by measuring the diameters of the yellow
dashed circles in Fig. 1(a). The experimental ﬁrst and the nearest orbits
with high LDOS are located at a distance d = 2.6 ± 0.2 nm away from
the Fe corrals for the three corrals, which is consistent with the calculated values. The distance d, can be estimated via a simple model shown in
Fig. 2. When an adatom is acting as a scatterer of surface state electrons,
we deﬁne the separation between the position of the atom and its ﬁrst
maximum position of the LDOS at EF as S. Experimentally, S was found
to be about 3.2 nm for Ce on Ag(111) [21] and 2.9 nm for Fe on

Fig. 1. (a) Experimentally obtained evolution of LDOS near EF within the corrals. The diameters of Fe corrals (indicated by small balls for clarity) are 6, 10 and 14 nm (from left to
right), respectively. Yellow dash lines indicate the position of circular high LDOS inside
and outside. (b) Calculated LDOS within the three circular Fe corrals. (c) Experimental
and calculated line proﬁles across corral centers. Fe corral positions are marked as black
solid lines, and distances between corral and yellow circles are given.

Ag(111) [29]. The difference between them can be attributed to the different scattering phase shift δ0 caused by different adatoms, which is π2
if the adatom is a perfect scatterer for surface electrons. If the corral
is formed by dense adatoms like a perfectly continuous circle, as in
Ref. [17], d = S. In our experiments, we only used a ﬁnite number of
adatoms to build the quantum corral, thus the situation is slightly different. In order to explain the relation between d and S, a simple model
is constructed, as shown in Fig. 2. We used this model to ﬁnd the
superimposed position of the ﬁrst LDOS maximum between two neighboring Fe adatoms and approximately take this position as the place
where the circular orbit is located. The contribution from the other
adatoms may lead to variations of the superimposed LDOS intensity at
the position. The effect, however, is small when the corral diameter is
large because the LDOS decays inversely with the distance from the
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Fig. 2. Schematic model used to estimate the positions of the orbits nearest to the Fe corral
for the LDOS and Gd diffusion. Fe atoms with the number of f are indicated by small balls
within the black dashed circle. The orange dashed circles refer to the high LDOS or the ﬁrst
minimum position of the LRI inside and outside the corral.

scattering center. For a circular corral of radius R formed by f adatoms
with the geometrical relation shown in Fig. 2:


 1=2


π 2
π
2
 R 1−Cos
d1;2 ¼ d0  Δd ¼ S − R  Sin
f
f

ð1Þ

where d1 and d2 represent the distance between the quantum corral and
the nearest high LDOS inside and outside, respectively. For a given
experimental system, S is ﬁxed. Therefore, d only relates to the radius
R and the number of adatoms f. In our experiment, the combinations
of R and f are 3 nm with 8 adatoms, 5 nm with 12 adatoms, and 7 nm
with 16 adatoms. The distances d calculated from the simple model
for corrals of these three corrals are listed in Table 1. To verify this
model, we compared each value d with those obtained from the calculated LDOS map [Fig. 1(b)], which takes all adatom contributions
into account, and those obtained from our experiment. We ﬁnd good
agreement for d1 (offset b0.2 nm), and slightly larger deviation for d2
(offset: 0.3–0.5 nm). The deviations are expected as we only used the
overlapping of the standing waves in this simpliﬁed model. The real
LDOS, however, should be proportional to the square of modulus of
the overlapping of wave function. The larger deviation outside the corral
can be understood since stronger electronic screening is present due
to the geometrical conﬁguration. In addition, we also made the comparison for the circular corral with R = 15 nm and f = 32 studied in
Ref. [29], and the calculated d1 = 2.52 nm with this model agrees
with the experimental value of 2.5 nm. Note that this model is also applicable to estimate the ﬁrst minimum position of the surface-mediated

Table 1
Comparison of values of distance d1 and d2 for corrals with different diameters.
Diameter (nm)

6

10

14

Distance (nm)

d1

d2

d1

d2

d1

d2

LDOS (our model)
LDOS (total adatoms)
LDOS (experiment)
Gd diffusion (experiment)

2.8
–
–
2.7

2.4
2.2
2.5
2.7

2.7
2.6
2.5
2.6

2.4
2.2
2.6
2.7

2.8
2.6
2.8
2.7

2.4
2.3
2.8
2.6

long-range interaction (LRI) of adatoms and the corral (bottom row of
Table 1), since it decays as the inverse square of the separation [18].
Previous studies showed that quantum conﬁnement of surface state
electrons can signiﬁcantly modify the motion of the adatom [26–29].
Therefore it is expected that different LDOS patterns inside the three
quantum corrals will lead to different adatom diffusion behaviors. To
identify this, adatom diffusion experiments are carried out in quantum
corrals of the sizes discussed above. We chose Gd to study the adatom
diffusion within the quantum corrals. Gd adatoms were deposited
onto the prepatterned Ag(111) surface as described previously [29].
And we can control the number of the Gd atoms inside the Fe corrals
by controlling the Gd dosage and atom manipulation. Gd adatoms
have a diffusion barrier of ≈ 7.6 meV and attempt frequency of
≈ 2 × 109 Hz on Ag(111) [22]. They are mobile and difﬁcult to be observed above 4.7 K. Hence, we cooled the system to b4.4 K for the diffusion studies. Through the measured diffusion barrier and attempt
frequency, we can estimate the hopping rates at different temperature
by extrapolating the Arrhenius curve. The estimated hopping rate is
14 Hz at 4.7 K and 4 Hz at 4.4 K. To minimize the tip-induced inﬂuence,
we searched the best tunneling condition by varying the sample bias
from −1 to +1 V and the tunneling current from 2 pA to 1 nA. Typically,
the tip will push/drag Gd adatoms to the upper half of the corral during
scanning if the tip-induced effect is not negligible. In such case, different
preferred positions will be found for different scanning directions. We
found that there is no apparent tip-induced effect for Gd on Ag(111)
when the scanning condition is +0.5 V and 2 pA and the diffusion experiments discussed below were performed under this condition.
We ﬁrst studied the Gd diffusion within the 6-nm circular Fe quantum corral. To obtain the statistical result, we continued to image the
same area of the Fe corral with one Gd adatom inside for several
hours. We collected 250 consecutive images and averaged them into a
single one. The result is shown in Fig. 3(a). We found that the Gd adatom
preferred to stay in the central area inside the corral, similar to the ﬁndings in 2D self-assembly network with 4- or 5-nm cavities [26,27]. Apparently, this central area is very close to a region with a high LDOS, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). To obtain more quantitative data, we plotted the experimental radial distributions of the visiting probability (red column)
in Fig. 4(e). The visiting probability (P) is deﬁned as the normalized frequency that Gd adatoms are observed in one position during its diffusion
process. The value of P can be obtained with the formula:
P¼

n
 100%;
N

ð2Þ

in which n refers to the times that Gd adatoms were observed in one position along the radial direction, and N refers to the total times counted
inside the corral. For clarity, we also marked the Fe corral position in the
ﬁgure. Interestingly, we ﬁnd that the area with high visiting probability
for Gd inside actually has a distance about 0.3 nm away from the center.
Therefore, the orbit for the Gd adatom at the center is actually a ring
with ~0.6-nm diameter even though it is visualized as a single dot in
Fig. 3(a). Since it has a broad distribution width of ~1 nm, it could not
be resolved in the STM image directly due to the relatively large movement of the Gd adatom (~2 nm) [Inset of Fig. 4(e)].
In order to compare with the experimental results, we performed
KMC calculations to simulate the diffusion process of Gd adatoms inside
the quantum corral. The method had been used previously for the simulation of Fe superlattice formation on Cu(111) [31]. The KMC parameters, including the LRI between Gd–Gd and Fe–Gd are the same as those
in Ref. [29], since our system and experimental conditions are the same
except that the corral sizes are different. One Gd adatom was introduced
inside the corral with 108 hopping events. To make it closer to the experimental conditions, the real experimental position of each Fe adatom
is used in the KMC simulation. Both probability distribution [real position: Fig. 3(b); ideal position: inset of Fig. 3(b)] and radial distributed
probability [real position: black line in Fig. 4(e); ideal position: blue
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Fig. 3. (a) Experimental probability distribution of Gd adatoms within circular corrals with diameters of 6, 10, 14 nm (1-Gd situation) and 14 nm (3-Gd situation) obtained by averaging
250, 500, 550, 434 consecutive images (from left to right), respectively. (b) Adatom probability distribution of KMC simulations with real positions of corral with 108 samplings of corresponding sizes. Inset: KMC simulations for ideal corrals of respective sizes.

line in Fig. 4(e)] show almost identical with experimental data. No obvious difference can be found either in the adatom probability distribution
map or the radial distributed probability between KMC simulations
with real positions and ideal positions for 6-nm Fe corral.
We found a preferred circular-like distribution (red line) for Gd
adatoms that are supposed to walk randomly outside the corral. This
can be understood as being due to a concentric circular high LDOS, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus, the concept of conﬁnement has a meaning
not only for the surface electrons inside the quantum corrals but also
for those outside, as long as they are within the inﬂuence of the LRI.
Even a second circular-like orbit can be observed, though it is much
weaker due to the fast decay of the LRI. To understand the underlying
mechanism for the Gd distribution outside the corral being separated
into several discrete spots, rather than forming a closed and uniform
circle, we calculated the distribution map of the interaction energy
between the circular corral and a Gd atom by summing up all contributions from the individual Fe atoms constructing the corral [inset of
Fig. 4(a)]. In details, we used the experimentally measured distance
dependent LRI between a Gd atom and an Fe atom [29]. The sum is
calculated according to the individual distance between the position
and the Fe atoms constructing the corral. The result presents several
separated potential wells outside corresponding to the ﬁrst minimum
in the Gd-corral interaction energy, because of the ﬁnite number of Fe
atoms used to build the corral. Thus, these separated potential wells
act as preferred positions for the Gd adatoms outside. Actually we can
see that the regions of the potential wells are close to the separated
high LDOS outside the corrals. The line proﬁle along the radial direction,
as marked by the red line, is shown in Fig. 4(a). The ﬁrst and nearest
potential minima are ~2.7 nm away from the corral both inside and outside, consistent with those in spatial distributions of high LDOS and high
visiting probability of Gd, see also Table 1.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), when a corral is enlarged to 10-nm diameter, a
circular high LDOS away from the center occurs. It would be expected
that the Gd adatom diffusion inside is different from the situation
in a 6-nm corral. Fig. 3(a) also presents the statistical result of ~500 images to show two Gd adatom diffusion inside the 10-nm corral, along

with Gd adatoms walking outside. Some positions seem to be more
preferable for the Gd adatoms, which is slightly different from the theoretically predicted circular uniform orbit inside [inset of Fig. 3(b)]. This
is due to the Fe adatoms in the experiments are not being positioned in
a perfect circle, but sometimes have 0.1–0.2 nm deviations in some directions. When we input real positions of each Fe adatom into the KMC
without changing other parameters, similar features in the adatom
probability distribution are reproduced [Fig. 3(b)].
Similar to what we did in the 6-nm corral situation, we also made a
quantitative analysis of the experimental data and the related KMC
results [Fig. 4(f)]. The diffusion experiment shows a circular distribution
orbit of ~1.5-nm width both inside and outside, with the distance
2.6 ± 0.1 nm away from the corral, corresponding to the two energy
minima within the line proﬁle of the calculated interaction potential
[Fig. 4(b)]. The radial distributions calculated by KMC in two situations,
the ideal circular corral (blue line) and the real one (black line), are
also given in the ﬁgure. Interestingly, though we found a clear difference
in spatial probability distribution inside the circular orbit between the
cases for the ideal and imperfect corral, no apparent difference in radial
statistics was observed. The position of peak and width of the orbit are
almost the same. In detail, the larger deviation of the Fe atoms perpendicular to the radius leads to the greater inﬂuence in the uniformity
around the circular orbit, while the probability distribution along the
radial direction remains almost unchanged.
In the above discussion, we only observed one orbit for Gd adatoms
inside both quantum corrals located close to the regions of high LDOS, a
dot at the center for 6-nm and a circular orbit away from the center for
10-nm. If there are two regions of high LDOS in, say, a 14-nm corral, how
will they inﬂuence Gd diffusion? Will two orbits be found? Therefore,
we performed similar experiments for a 14-nm corral. We observed
that one Gd adatom diffused from the center to a circular-like orbit inside the corral from time to time. After several hours of data collection,
the statistical result of 550 images is shown in Fig. 3(a). Besides the dot
orbit for Gd adatom at the center, a circular one away from the center
was also observed simultaneously. The small deviation in uniformity
from that in an ideal circular corral [Inset of Fig. 3(b)] can again be
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Fig. 4. (a)–(c) Line proﬁles of the calculated interaction energy map (inset) between a Gd atom and circular corrals. The diameters of the corrals are 6 nm (a); 10 nm (b); 14 nm (c).
(d) Probability density inside 14-nm corral with 1-Gd adatom diffusion inside (red column) and 3-Gd adatoms diffusion inside (olive column). The densities are derived from dividing
the experimental probabilities in Fig. 4(g) and (h) by area according to Eq. (3). For comparison, a line proﬁle of the LDOS map (blue line) and the Gd-corral interaction energy map
(red line) are plotted. (e)–(h) Experimental histograms of the radial distributed probability inside the corral (red column) and for Gd adatoms outside (red line) for corrals with diameters
of 6 nm (e); 10 nm (f); 14 nm(1 Gd adatom inside) (g);14 nm (3 Gd adatoms inside) (h). The theoretical radial distribution obtained from KMC simulations, both for ideal corral
(blue line) and real corral (black line) are also plotted. Inset of Fig. 4(e) and (h): typical image of 1-Gd adatom diffusion inside 6-nm corral and 3-Gd adatoms inside 14-nm corral.

explained simply by taking real positions of each Fe adatoms in the KMC
simulations. Quantitative analysis shows almost perfect matches in both
the position of the peak and the intensity between experiment (red
columns) and KMC simulations (black line), as presented in Fig. 4(g).
Similar to the case for the 6-nm corral, we ﬁnd that the orbit at the
center for Gd adatoms is actually a ring with ~1.0 nm diameter. In

order to check the detailed inﬂuence caused by the deviations, the statistics of two KMC situations, meaning the ideal corral and real corral,
are compared again. This time, however, the circular orbit of the ideal
corral obtained from the KMC is ~0.1–0.2 nm thinner than that of the
real corral. This is because the deviation in real positions of Fe adatoms
along the radial directions is larger than for the case of the 10-nm corral
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mentioned above. Therefore, a smaller inﬂuence in the uniformity of the
circular orbit, but a slightly larger inﬂuence in the radial distribution is
obtained. In addition, besides the 2.7-nm distance between the ﬁrst
high LDOS and the corral, a 3.8-nm separation between the two neighbor orbits also agrees well with previous studies, which correspond to
half of the Fermi wavelength of the Ag (111) surface state [29]. The Gd
adatoms outside seem to be trapped there forming an extra Gd circular
corral, similar to the novel ring-like structure found inside the corral in
our previous study [29]. Moreover, the line proﬁle of the calculated
interaction energy map [inset of Fig. 4(c)] shows the corresponding
evolution of the energy minimum [Fig. 4(c)]. The regions of three energy minima clearly correspond to the high visiting probability of Gd observed in diffusion experiment and close to the spatial LDOS pattern.
To explore the role of Gd–Gd interaction when more than one orbit
exists, we further studied the situation for 3 Gd adatoms diffused inside
the 14-nm corral. The statistical result of 434 images is shown in
Fig. 3(a) for comparison. We still found 2 distributed orbits of 3 Gd
adatoms from both experimental and related KMC simulation results
[Fig. 3(b)]. What is different from the 1-Gd situation is that the relative
probability of the two orbits has apparently changed and the orbit at the
center seems to be larger. From the experimental radial histograms
shown in Fig. 4(h), we ﬁnd that the orbit at the center for Gd adatoms
is actually a ring with ~1.6 nm diameter. While the position of the circular orbit stay unchanged relative to the circular corral, thus the separation
of the two orbits reduces to 3.5 nm. This distance is smaller than 3.8 nm,
which is both theoretically obtained and experimentally observed as a result of Gd-corral interaction only. As shown in inset of Fig. 4(h), during
the diffusion process, we often observed that once 1 of 3 Gd occupied
the central region the other two preferred to form a triangle shape with
it in the circular orbit. This can be attributed to the Gd–Gd interaction
which prefers a ~3.0 nm neighboring separation. The competition of
the LRI between the central Gd adatom and Fe corral and the Gd–Gd interaction yields a balanced separation of 3.5 nm between the two orbits
as also observed in the radial histogram of KMC simulations.
Since two orbits were observed inside the 14-nm corral, it would
be interesting to explore and understand their relative occupations for
Gd adatoms, especially the experimental results for 1-Gd and 3-Gd are
apparently different. To do this, we further calculated the probability

density P for either orbit:
P
2πr  Δr

Via quantitative analysis, we conﬁrmed that the regions of minima in
the adatom-corral interaction energy correspond to diffusion orbits
for adatoms, and they are closely related to the area with high LDOS
within an offset of b0.2 nm. Moreover, we observed that the Gd
adatoms walking outside form an extra Gd circular corral under the conﬁnement effect. When the real geometries of the circular corrals are
taken into account, KMC simulations can reproduce features that are
similar to the experimental result. In detail, we ﬁnd that the Fe adatom
position deviations perpendicular to the radial direction inﬂuence the
uniformity of the diffusion orbits, while deviations along the radial
direction inﬂuence their radius. Our study demonstrates that one can
engineer adatom motion by tuning the size of quantum corrals.
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